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Preface
"...The Chief charges are, that she is dead, and therefore cannot own property and
two, that she is a woman- with much the same consequences of being dead"
(Orlando).
Virginia Woolf was tortured by limitations in her both life and writing.
What modem critics now see as innovative and unique aspects of her style, she
identified as flaws. Besides never being able to fmd a perfect balance between
intellect and expression in her writing, Woolf also found limitations within
language. Sue Roe explains that through her essays on silence, Woolf "expressed
her sense that the English language was no longer equipped to suggest the
nuances of emotional and psychological insight" (14). To her, modem English is
not expansive enough to express the emotions that lingered inside the human soul.
Woolf believed that a writer has the ability and the obligation to choose how
to present their topics. According to Woolf, "...if a writer were a free man and not a
slave, if he could write what he chose, not what he must, if he could base his work
upon his own feeling and not upon convention, there would be no plot, no comedy, no
tragedy, no love interest or catastrophe in the accepted style... " (16). Woolfs novel

Orlando is known for working with convention while still allowing unique
perspectives to be demonstrated. In the literary world, Woolf is rarely associated with
being conventional. This is the beauty of Woolf s novels. Woolf revises traditional
conventions from within to develop a unique perspective through her writings.
Modernism, the period with which Woolf is associated, begged for a break from the
past. Woolf gladly joined the challenge to find new ways to present material. She
perfected forms of inner narration such as stream of consciousness. She also tackled
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taboo issues such as gender and sexuality. I believe that versatility and distinctive
style are key elements to her success. An example of her unique experimental writing
is a fictional novel ironically titled, Orlando, A Birography.

Orlando, to me, is more significant than a typical novel with traditional
elements. Woolf sought duality in her work by including accepted elements in

Orlando, as well as, parts of herself and her soul. The ideas that she expressed in
multiple essays published both before and after Orlando reinforce the concepts of
duality, through androgyny and equality, which are prevalent in the book. Woolf
preached that to be whole, a person must encompass traits from both sexes. To be
complete, according to Woolf, was to be androgynous.
Orlando, the character, faces trials and tribulations similar to all living souls.
Despite the fictional background ofthe story, I think Woolf saw herself in Orlando.
The human soul is always conflicted with questions; Woolf is no different. She
created a character in Orlando that touches on both conventional and unconventional
issues. Sexuality, gender, property, and history are evolving issues that help Woolf
create the atmosphere that plagues her character.
Both Woolf herself and critics state that the book is meant as a tribute to her
long time lover, Vita Sackville-West. However, even though I recognize the book as a
dedication of love, I also see it as a literary statement on gender through a modem
perspective. Woolf uses gender-skewed vocabulary, breaks gender stereotypes, and
defies believability by allowing the character to experience life as both a man and a
woman.
One of Woolf's noted accomplishments for modernism is the mastery of the
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stream of consciousness. Woolf is able to create an epiphany in her character' s mind
without the use of a single conversation. Silence is one ofWoolfs most powerful
tools in her novels. In Orlando, she manipulates silence to reflect the character's
gender.
Woolf lived a tumultuous life, but produced phenomenal masterpieces.
Perhaps we will never know why Woolf draws us to her or perhaps there is no single
reason. Like her characters, I find only silence in my mind when attempting to
describe this unconventional author and the impact she has had on my writings. The
intellectual questioning and presence of dualities, is what keeps me coming back to
Woolf. She offers suggestions, not solutions. She is vague, yet direct. The intellectual
conflict combined with an eerie peace encompasses my reaction to Woolfs art. She
confuses the mind in order to capture the heart.
Her style, flawed or perfect, will always bring scholars to her work. My thesis
is centered on Woolfs ability to produce the issues of gender through stylistic
manipulation that is crucial to the British Modernist period. My research has drawn
many correlations between Woolfs Orlando and her autobiographical writings.
Gender issues define Woolf. My research is directed towards finding those issues that
are buried beneath the language and silence, fiction and reality, found epiphanies and
lost souls.
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Chapter One: Absence in Male Silence

Virginia Wool:fs works are written with the expectation that the reader will
"hear" what is not plainly presented. Woolf wants the reader to recognize what is not
being said because to her the silence is a crucial aspect to the novel. As Woolf's
writings continued to develop through her career, the unsaid grew more difficult to
decipher. Woolf often coupled the traditional presentation of an omniscient narrator,
with an invitation into her character's thoughts. Her works present an uncomfortable,
non-traditional style that leaves many readers disenchanted with them. Behind the
top-surface ignorance and underlying confusion, there is a significant purpose to her
work. Woolf writes silent narration, in order to speak volumes in the minds of her
readers.

Orlando is one of Woolf's early fictional works that relies on this silence
narration. It is important for Woolf to permeate Orlando with silence because the
reader's focus cannot deviate from the main character. Orlando takes precedence over
everything happening outside of his mind. The triviality of everyday events is far
from silent and distracts from the character who is witnessing the day unfold.
Jean Alexander notes that Woolf approaches the issue of silencing the outside world
by turning to a historical approach. Alexander believes that Woolf delivers the history
of Orlando by describing events that happen in Orlando's life to bring the reader
closer to the character. As Alexander puts it, " .. .History is given to us in terms of
the quality of life enjoyed by the people rather than in the sensational events ... "
(128) because it becomes more personal. By focusing on personal events, rather than
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political markings, we are able to connect with the individual instead of their period,
making the interaction that much more personal. Woolf does not want the reader to
notice the events, but to notice the way in which Orlando internally processes the
events. Woolf strives to demonstrate what Patricia 0. Laurence calls "a moment of
being in her writing that was separate from the cotton-wool of ordinary experience"
(16). Woolfbreaks the repetitiveness of history by turning directly to her characters
and allowing them to create a purpose in that moment that stands apart from every
other dull event. History provides us with repeating wars and struggles. Woolf avoids
this by painting history as a backdrop to the issues facing the characters. History
exists as a marker, but not as a focal point. Because the focus is on Orlando's
philosophies, there is no need for an outside world to clutter the reader's mind.
Appropriately, Woolf draws from this focus by silencing the outer world through
silent narration.
Silent narration is the technique Woolf utilizes to both confuse and fuel her
readers. If nothing is being said, how then, is any point made? Silence, according to
Woolf, is not necessarily the absences of sound or thought. Laurence identifies the
idea of presence and absence in her reading of the silence in Woolf s novels.
Laurence divides Woolf's "silent books" in~o two distinct categories, "silence as an
absence" and "silence as a presence" (33). Laurence presents this concept as a
product ofDerrida's "differance" theory. Derrida theory explains that a difference in
meaning must exist "beyond the control of the writer" (33). Woolf uses the opposites
subconsciously to produce the dramatic effect found in the text. It is crucial for the
reader to understand the difference between the silences, in order for them to
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understand the significance. Silence as an absence is a negative silence. It is the
woman who is neither thinking nor speaking; the man who is speaking with nothing
to say; the detachment of the soul from the writing. Presence, on the other hand, adds
character to the content. It invites the reader into the mind of the silent woman to see
the ingenious thoughts. It demonstrates the poetry that is known on the inside of the
soul and hidden from the outside of the world. Laurence also adds, "Presence and
absence cease to be mere functions of our perceptions and become instead willed
performance by the writer" (34). In other words, at some point, art takes over and the
distinction between the presence and absence is not pertinent to understanding the
importance that they create in a novel. Woolf presents this duality to construct a
significant purpose within the works. Orlando will combine the silences to discover
what it means to be a holistic poet.
The silence that Woolf presents in the novel is also divided by gender. Woolf
presents a male Orlando that encompasses silence as an absence and a female
Orlando that combines her experiences with the memories from the male Orlando in
order to yield a silent presence. Following her concepts in A Room ofOne's Own,
Woolf demonstrates that by combining both Orlando's thoughts into an androgynous
mind, the character is able to pursue the ambivalence necessary to become a poet. A
holistic mind will yield poetic results.
Silence depicted as inner thought is a necessity for the reader. It is important
for the reader to journey into Orlando's mind in order to understand the character.
This journey into the character' s mind removes the necessity for spoken interaction
and leaves little room for dialog. Woolf is not primarily concerned with the physical
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interaction between her characters or the dialog that yields from those interactions.
She reserved her energy for painting the small everyday concerns within her
character's thoughts. Orlando's reaction to interactions is what spurs the poet from

within. Woolf desires Orlando to find that poet. In order to become what Woolf sees
as the ultimate artist, Orlando has to reach inside the mind.

Orlando, as a story, is truly unrealistic. There are vast spans oftime and
cultural changes that Orlando partakes. Woolf acknowledges that without believing in
her character, readers will never believe in the truth that comes with Orlando. That is
why it is crucial for the reader to be open to the opportunity of fully understanding
Orlando. Without witnessing his outer silence and his inner thoughts, the reader will
not accept the transpiring events that influence Orlando, thus missing the bigger
purpose ofthe work. According to Alexander, Woolf requests that her readers attempt
to "read the mind as one reads the rings of a tree" (128). If you can succeed in that
feat, by reading the mind as if it was a tree, then "he can define the relationship of the
past to the present and of the individual to his milieu" (128). Orlando starts as a boy
who thinks he has experienced everything and ends as a woman who is truly complete
because she has defined what it means to be a poet. Woolf has a message to relay
within the three hundred years she spreads before her audience. She offers us the
opportunity to grow with Orlando, so that we may accept his transition into a woman.
Essentially, with its gender shifts and blurred morals, Orlando relies on the reader's
ability to pluck the details necessary from the silence that will either enlighten them
or leave them deaf.
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I. Absence through Language in the male Orlando

Orlando opens with the omniscient narrator describing Orlando's life as a
boy. His thoughts and his experiences are originally presented as distant afterthoughts
to the more pressing issue of distinguishing his masculine identity. Then there is a
quick shift to Orlando and his internal struggles with poetry. From this point on, there
is a heavy focus on literatures influence in Orlando' s life. We see that he can write
with poetic words but he cannot make the words adhere to a poetic style. For
Orlando, the words that he needs do not exist. Roe presents the idea that Orlando' s
silence is caused by a lacking in the English language. Woolf forgoes using typical
interactions in Orlando so that she is able to deliver silent thoughts. Orlando likewise,
forgoes making his ideas permanent through his manuscripts because the feelings and
thoughts he has silently cannot compare once put into print. Roe also makes the point
that Woolf turns to silence for her character because, at times, there are no words to
describe what she must. The inability to express oneself through modem language
contributes to Woolfs use of silence as an absence in the male Orlando. Orlando
lacks the intense vocabulary to describe his poetic inspirations. Insufficient words and
language barriers pose the greatest obstruction for the male Orlando. Orlando has no
words with which he can identify with and through which he can express his ideas.
He does not have the influence, the experience, or the language to write what Woolf
regarded as the highest form of art, poetry.
To understand the language barrier that Orlando struggles with, the reader
must be familiar with Woolfs concept of a "man's sentence" (20). According to Roe,
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Woolf creates man's sentences so that the sentence "re-generates itself in a repetitive,
circular narrative line ... reflects the male pomposity and the arrogance of the male
ego ... " (20). Woolf places the young male Orlando within a period that calls for this
pomposity through poetry. In the sixteenth century, poetry was dominated by men.
They wrote in a sound, logical order. Orlando attempts to mimic this standard, but
finds that he cannot master the standard of his day even through mimesis.
Orlando, as a male, is constantly struggling with the concepts of poetry and
the way in which his mind functions. According to Roe's theory, his
overcompensation in poetry through heavy descriptive sentences is what binds him to
the same unfulfilling manuscripts that he despises. The reader frequently identifies
Orlando attempts to write poetry with logical, descriptive words. Poetry was a
masculine endeavor during the Renaissance, an activity based on the mastery of
language and rhetoric, but it became more aligned with traditional feminine attributes
with later Romanticism. Orlando, sadly, is stuck in between the two periods. He is
driven by nature, a popular topic for the Romantics, but is held to the standard of
Renaissance poetry. Orlando will have to embrace both the standards of his present
day and the ideas locked in his heart in order to achieve his poetic aspirations.
The lack of emotions in Orlando's writing contributes to his obsession with
description. Orlando is incapable of writing with the duality of emotion because he
has not experienced both sides of emotions. He is only able to rely on his education in
language to support his art. Orlando fmds no reconciliation within the words, because
the words cannot support what he needs to feel. While writing poetry, Orlando
recognizes the "Ransack the language as he might, words failed him" (Orlando 4 7).
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Words alone cannot deliver the message, which Orlando is seeking to discover.
Wo~lf exhibits the idea that writing is not solely about logical thoughts and bland

words. Orlando must realize that he has to insert his emotions into his work to reach
sublimity through poetry. Orlando is capable of producing descriptive poetic verse,
but when he is forced to dig for a description of emotion where no word is adequate,
he was at a loss. The inability to describe something as simple as a tree disturbs
Orlando. He sits on a hill, struggling with his mind to fmd the appropriate works.
When he realizes the words were inadequate he knows that " he could write no
more ... the shade of green Orlando now saw spoilt his rhyme and split his metre"
(17). Orlando is bound by the details instead of allowing himself to feel the
experience. Orlando does not feel the emotions he desires until he recognizes
emotional dualities and ambivalence towards the world as a whole. His lack of
understanding dualities silences his poetry by denying him the ability to grow in his
art.
Despite his inability to be a classic poet, Orlando shows a dedication towards
writing for the entirety of the book. In the opening pages, we see he "had covered ten
pages and more with poetry" (16). He has an innocence that allowed his thoughts to
flow. He had not become caught up in his rank or his property. Orlando wrote
because he wanted to write. Eventually, when he succumbs to love, he feels pressure
to produce great poetry. Orlando begins writing with the "passion of a poet whose
poetry is half pressed out of him by pain" (4 7). He feels obligated to write about love
because of its overpowering affect on his senses. Love is not the muse Orlando needs
to free himself from linguistic constraints. Contrarily, love only leaves Orlando with
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Jess innocence and no inspiration.
Heartbreak, desolation and rebirth cause Orlando to re-evaluate his writing
and his philosophies. The absent silence that had taken away from Orlando's book,
would now contribute to it. In silence, grappling with his feelings, Orlando thinks and
writes. Orlando is fixed on writing a truth, which is known to no other. For this
reason, he seeks out a poet deep in thought. Perhaps through another great mind,
Orlando would be able to fmd his own greatness. Orlando struggles with how to
approach the writer because "how to speak to a man who does not see you?" (21 ).
Orlando feels that his inadequacies as poet make him less than worthy to approach
this poet. Orlando will have to find enough worth in himself before he can make
himself visible in person or in his writings to the other great writers of the world.
During the reign of Elizabeth, Orlando stumbles upon a poet deep in thought.
The poet, Nick Greene, serves as Orlando's "inspiration" after love does not.
Ironically, Woolf presents Nick Greene mockingly in the novel. Woolf creates
Greene in order to mock the mediocre poets of that day. Nick Greene is a reoccurring
name in Woolf's work. He finds his usual role as the man who saves the character
from a life that they desire. In A Room ofOne's Own, Nick Greene is the ''the actormanager who took pity'' (48) on Shakespeare' s sister. Like the main who marries
Shakespeare's sister, Greene's motives generally are shallow and destructive.
Because of the way in which Woolf utilizes Nick Greene in previous writings,
scholars can deduce that he will not provide Orlando the muse he desires but rather
strangle the only creativity in him to death. Originally, Orlando regards this poet as an
intellectual, capable of writing the same truth that he strives for. Orlando invites Mr.
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Greene into his home and heart with the intention of becoming a better poet through
surrounding himself with high intellect. Mr. Greene, however, only furthers the
absence of Orlando' s thoughts, speech, writing, and creativity with his presence in his
life. Mr. Greene brings chaos and clutter to the solitude that Orlando needs to create a
presence with his writing. Like Shakespeare' s sister, Mr. Greene takes away from
what Orlando truly wants. However, beneficial or not, Greene influences the writing
that Orlando eventually produces. Nick Greene, like the " stain on the carpet"

(Orlando, 108) will always be a "spot" in Orlando ' s poems.
Orlando' s poetry plays a crucial role in the novel. The narrator and Orlando
mention a piece of work that has been put together as many times as it has been taken
apart. Orlando is working on a piece where he destroys as much of it as he completes.
Orlando expectations for the piece leave " It look(ing) as if in the process of writing
the poem would be completely unwritten" (113). Despite his progress, or lack of, the
piece of writing is still crucial to the story. Woolf seesaws the writing in order to
place it as a silent absence within the text. The reader must recognize that Virginia
Woolf has developed this fictional, satirically focused piece, to demonstrate changing
ideals and concepts within the character. One ofthe most obvious functions of the
work is to demonstrate the satiric idea of a man with nothing to say. Woolf silences
~e

man with absence in this book by making him incapable of writing. In A room of

One Js Own, Woolf observes that men are the only ones who have been recognized for
writing throughout the years. Woolf reasons, "For it is a perennial puzzle why no
woman wrote a word of that extraordinary literature when every other man . .. was
capable" (Woolf, 41). Woolf attempts to explain through Orlando's shortcomings that
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men do not necessarily possess an all-knowing presence, but they do possess an
education and a dominance that women do not. Because she is attempting to paint
Orlando as a feminine man who struggles with the standards that other men demand
from him, it is only fitting that she presents the male Orlando with a writing complex.
Woolf gives her male Orlando the desire and the drive to write, but not the words or
the recognition for his work. For example, Nick Greene is there to praise Orlando's
work, but instead writes a parody about how horrible it is. Sasha, his beloved, robs
him of appropriate words. Sasha contributes to the story by partaking in a love affair
with which leaves Orlando as more of a second-rate poet than he started out as. Every
time Orlando thinks he has written what he wants to, he realizes, he is not equipped
with the resources to fmish his thoughts. This is why The Old Oak Tree is so crucial
to the novel. Woolf has silenced Orlando when he functions as a man, but recognizes
him as genius once he has embraced androgyny.
The idea of an ongoing piece of literature in Orlando is ideal. If the reader
cannot follow the underlying message of the importance of androgyny through
silence, surely we can witness it through the writing process. This piece of literature
blossoms as Orlando does. As Alexander explains, the title symbolically
demonstrates the importance of growth in literature and in the self, in which "Man is
part of the cosmic structure, not an alien mind in it, he is linked" (133). Orlando must
be rooted in tradition as the tree is, while still allowing him the process of growth.
The poem begins as a silent absence, but becomes a silent presence. The piece of
literature essentially demonstrates the growth of the character, the world he lives in,
and his expanding mind. Still, as crucial as it becomes, the reader is only introduced
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to a minute piece of the whole. The writing is silenced by absence for a majority of
the book for a greater purpose. Again, Woolf is demonstrating that the literature is not
the most important aspect in the novel; the growth that is made through the writing
process is. Like the book, Orlando has to face a gradual growth. He will have to
experience a world of loss before he can comprehend the importance of the novel to
the self.

II. Love through absent silence in the male Orlando

Love causes Orlando to react with " . .. Unthinking passionate foolish actions
and sudden extravagant words" (Orlando 46). The presence of words flourishes
when Orlando finds love with a Russian princess. When meeting Sasha, Orlando's
body is rushed with emotions. He compares her to an animal, which he knows will
strike. The unpredictability and allusiveness of this woman should spark the poetic
ability that he craves. Orlando has quickly reverts to male-centered Petrarchan love
poetry, which centers on the male subject' s desire for the unattainable mistress. With
Sasha as his mistress, Orlando attempts to write her praises, but "he could find no
words to praise her" (54). Orlando knows the danger that exists with the princess, but
he cannot pull himself from her or use her to enhance his poetry. Orlando is
controlled by his emotions. He has lost all authority and "He felt as if he had been
hooked by a great fish through the nose and rushed through the waters unwillingly,
yet with his own consent" (53). Sasha's presence contributes an absence in Orlando's
writing. Instead of inspiring his poetry, her silence and mystique draws away from it.
Sasha' s "bite" is the only way to provoke Orlando to strike back with words.
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Sasha, on her own, compels a presence of silence within Orlando's absence.
Sasha takes away from Orlando' s ability to write emotionally charged poetry while
still allowing him to experience a growth spiritually and emotionally. Orlando' s
silence, triggered by love, takes away from his ability to excel, while Sasha thrives
from this silence, bringing presence back to this part of the novel with her thoughts
and actions. The importance of duality through silence, based on gender, is best
foreshadowed during the brief romance of Sasha and Orlando. Through duality
comes truth in the form of poetry. This is why the duality is represented throughout
the novel between Orlando, Sasha, Nick Green, and even with Orlando himself.
Woolf writes in her diary "Truth will give it authority; from its narrow limits he will
get shape and intensity; and then there is no more fitting place for some ornaments"
(T.C.R. 213). Truth is the highest form of art in Woolfs belief. Truth is sought
through poetry. Orlando does not understand the importance of truth and prefers to be
disillusioned by pettiness. Orlando refusal to embrace this duality when he first falls
in love with Sasha, results in his inability to develop as a poet. This denial of
acknowledgment prevents him from growing in his truth and his writing, leaving him
sifent in his own absence.
Love is not the only question Orlando cannot answer. Orlando also struggles
with the question ofSasha's sexual orientation. Orlando is ultimately baffled by
Sasha both in appearance and in manner. Orlando feels he cannot get a grasp on what
this woman is or what she stands for. "What then, did she hide from him?" (48), is the
plaguing question that keeps Orlando's poems unwritten. His poetry unravels as he
searches to quench the mystery of this woman. He is fascinated with Sasha because,
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as William A. Evans notes, "Orlando senses the mystery that Sasha hides by her
outward appearance" (142). Like Orlando, Sasha presents an androgynous aura.
Orlando's fascination with her dual sexuality becomes a lusting. Orlando for once,

thinks he has found completeness because like him, Sasha represents a potential
whole due to her androgynous state.

In what was supposed to be their fmal rendezvous, Orlando has "no fear for
Sasha... she would come alone, in her cloak and trousers, booted like a man"

(Orlando 59). It is as ifSasha's masculine appearance helps to put Orlando at ease.
He does not understand the customs of women, but surely as a man, he can relate to
masculine ones. At the time Orlando is placed, clothes represent who you are.
However, Orlando is basing too much of his faith in the fact that Sasha appears to be
androgynous. He is judging Sasha on her outward appearance and her un-lavish
customs. Her appearance would dictate that she is below Orlando. He thinks he is
offering her a reprieve from her status by taking an interest in her. Unfortunately, for
Orlando, despite Sasha's outward appearance, she remains at heart a woman. Her
motives and actions remain alien to Orlando until he is able to experience life as a
woman. However, as afar as Orlando is concerned at the moment, Sasha, being a
woman will always leave him with no answers, thus prolonging her mystery and
making his writing stagnant.
The mystery that leaves Orlando with neither truth nor lies, suspends his
ability to move forward in the novel. Evans insists that there is a silence throughout
the affair because of Woolf's "structures of isolation" (142). The mystery ofSasha is
what sets her apart from Orlando. Isolation in Sasba's lack of vocalized speech,
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breaks in communication with Orlando and her appearance produce silence. Again,
those "structures of isolation" (142) are in place to show defined differences in the
sexes. Orlando does feel at ease with the woman who so closely resembles a man.
However, these structures remind him of her gender and the inability for him to
understand Sasha completely. This isolation and lack of movement allows the reader
to take in the moment of being. There is no forward movement in the scene, and
there is no profound effect on Woolfs goal of displaying truth through these scenes.
Despite what the affair is lacking, the scene still allows the reader to find a still
moment oflife in Orlando's chaotic mind.
Because of Sasha, Orlando has immersed himself in love. Orlando, burdened
by the inability to write, "Tries to solve the problem by giving his full attention to
love," as Roe notes. Orlando knows following the romance, that love is not enough to
push his writing to the point that he needs. Orlando will have to forgo and embrace
understanding, along with his own femininity before he will be able to be the poet
that Woof is molding for her audience.
ITI. Absent silence through understanding in the male Orlando

Following a brief romance with Sasha, we find Orlando in a dark place. Roe
suggests that "This inability to give full expression to feelings of lack and loss might,
in some way, be connected with the changes in which have taken place" (97). He
does not understand his emotional response and therefore refuses to acknowledge it.
Orlando turns to the darkness because "The darkness was more compassionate to his
swollen and violent heart" (Orlando 59). Darkness represents the void that Orlando
confronts. He tries to supplement his writing with tradition and love. Both elements
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have failed to provide him with an artistic growth. After Sasha abruptly leaves the
novel, Orlando's writing is stunted again. He is caught in the cycle of blaming her for
leaving and questioning why she left. His lack of understanding is as destructive as
the love affair itself.
Orlando is also stunted by other issues of understanding within the novel. His
status in the state weighs heavily into how Orlando identifies himself. He does not
understand how to be, who he wants to be so he turns to material possessions and
personal status. Through status, Orlando is caught up in tradition. Woolf, unlike
Orlando, is a forerunner for breaking with tradition. She mocks traditions through
Orlando' s misunderstanding and obsession with them. Woolf makes an example of
the court by mocking them through Orlando. The narrator comments that "What most
outraged the Court, and stung it in its tenderest part, which was its vanity, was that
the couple ...disappear(ed) among the crowd of common people" (43). He recognizes
early that the court is shallow. They are concerned with image and appearance, which
Orlando, while he is in love, is not. However, when love leaves him silent and he is
reborn through a long rest, he turns to vanity. Orlando's rebirth is marked by the
narrator commenting, "Had Orlando, worn out by the extremity of his suffering, died
for a week, and then come to life again?"(68). This question adds to the fantasy of the
novel while still allowing the symbolic rebirth of Orlando to be seen. It would appear
through the sleep that Orlando shed his innocence and simplicity. This shedding gave
way to extravagant furnishings and an even larger decline in his intellectual writing.
His misunderstanding of his rebirth, sadly, leads Orlando away from his goal of
becoming a poet and into becoming a self-absorbed, misdirected man.
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Once again, "He held a pen in his hand, but he was not writing" (21 ). Orlando
is actually referring to Nick Greene's inability to write in that quote. However, we see
that this inability is also transferred to Orlando throughout the book. Orlando has
been silenced by many things that have taken away from his journey thus far. His
attempt to understand writing and the motivations that produce an uninhibited writer
are only two more factors to add to the pile of silent absences. Orlando studies Nick
Greene in the beginning of the book in order to get a grasp on how to become a
writer. Orlando questions, "Was this a poet? Was he writing poetry? "Tell me," he
wanted to say, "everything in the whole world" (21). Orlando feels that writers,
whether they are writing or not, hold the key to the ultimate truth. This is a tall order
to fill as a writer. Woolf creates high expectations within Orlando so that he cannot
conclude his quest with ease. Orlando's misconception of poets and poetry aids in
stifling his growth as an artist. Orlando is misled by poets because "he had the
wildest, most absurd, extravagant ideas about poets and poetry.. . " (21 ). The narrator
acknowledges the fantasy that Orlando has constructed about poetry to be false.
Woolf, as the narrator, attempts to explain the lacking that comes with those
unattainable expectations while she documents Orlando's struggles. When Orlando
begins to realize that being a poet is just expressing the self and measuring up to
one's own expectations, he is able silently to enter into the poetic world.
Orlando is controlled by women because he does not understand them. The
women in the novel dictate his life, his emotions, and his actions for a majority of the
first part of the book. Queen Elizabeth observes, "He was the very image of a noble
gentlemen. But inwardly? She flashed her yellow hawk's eyes upon him as if she
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would pierce his soul" (24). Elizabeth, like the other women in Orlando's life, is a
dominate figure. The queen recognizes that Orlando has something special that he has
not put to use. She notices that he is dedicated to his station but not to himself.
Orlando has to break with societal conventions and overbearing control in order to
seek the truth he so desperately needs. When he hurtles his problem of not
understanding the world around him, he will stumble on his problem of ambivalence
to that world. Orlando cannot help but be the swinging pendulum that is always either
too far to the left or too far to the right.

TIL Absent silence through ambivalence in the male Orlando

Ambivalence should have been Orlando's middle name. There are very few
instances in the beginning of the book where the male Orlando takes a stand on any
issue. Just as the other factors keep him silenced, ambivalence also works against
Orlando. Woolffeels that authors should write with evolving conviction. If Orlando
cannot sway his allegiance to either side of an issue, then he cannot write with a
passion that results from conviction. Woolf demonstrates Orlando's lack of allegiance
through many timeless societal issues. Marriage, it seems, has been the insurance
policy of many individual's survival. This idea follows the traditional thought of the
day. The binding contract satisfies tradition while allowing a feeling of security of
one's well-being. Unfortunately, for Orlando, Marriage holds a very different
meaning. Orlando is overwhelmed by the contract that accompanies a marriage.
Traditionally, men thought of women as reproductive beings and woman saw men as
their key to survival. For Orlando, a woman was more than a mother and wife; she
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was the source ofhis poetic potential. Up until the 20th century, women were
depended on men for their well-being. Women could not own property, or fully
support themselves. Therefore, without men, the women were labeled as outcasts and
their survival was never guaranteed.
Orlando prefers to be unclaimed and free to roam rather than to be chained by
a contractual marriage. Marriage, as Virginia Woolf shows us through the male
Orlando, can be stifling to one's creativity. Prior to meeting Sasha, Orlando is
promised to Lady Margaret Tyrconnel. He is obligated to marry someone because of
his rank, but Woolf makes it painstakingly obvious, with the arrival ofSasha, the
Lady of the court is not who Orlando loves. To press the point, Orlando laments,
"Who had he loved, what had he loved, he asked himself in a tumult of emotion, until
now?" (Orlando 40). He did not love the woman he was forced to court because she
viewed marriage as a tool to tame the wild Orlando. Through tameness and
domesticity, Orlando knows that his writing will be strangled. His responsibility to
himself will fail with marriage and his obligations will lie elsewhere. Sasha grants
him a reprieve from this death sentence (as he sees it). When Sasha enters into

Orlando's life, he thinks for a moment that perhaps marriage could be something
other than what it appears to be. Suzanne Raitt presents the concept that, like
Katherine in Woolfs novel Night and Day, Orlando's "challenge" is to "find a
relationship which, paradoxically, (his) solitude is guaranteed by the nearness of
someone else" (41 ). He struggles with this concept because besides Sasha, no other
woman can give him the solitude necessary for writing while still maintaining a
presence in his life. After Sasha disappears from the novel, Orlando chooses not to
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wed the Lady Margaret. At this point, he has realized that an ideal marriage might be
possible. However, there are still many other proposals that are not ideal. Again,
Sasha has profoundly affected Orlando and his views on crucial issues. Ultimately,
the choice not to wed leads Orlando in a direction of growth that he will continue
through his transformation into a woman.
As Orlando transitions from one age to another, he recognizes that
"Everything was different" (Orlando 27). That is all he will say; everything is
different. Being neither specific for the good and not for the bad. Orlando reserves his
opinion on the difference that is surrounding him. Times are evolving, the people are
changing, and Orlando cannot make a single poetic statement about it. His reserved
opinion hinders his passion once again. Orlando observes, "The flower bloomed and
faded. The sun rose and sank. The lover loved and went" (27). As poetically
stimulating as these events should be, Orlando can find no inspiration in them. These
natural phenomenons seem to have no bearing on Orlando. He feels about the sun as
he does the lover. Orlando's ambivalence towards life has stunted his ability to write
about it.
Love is another issue subject to Orlando's indecisiveness, "For love, to which
we may now return, has two faces; one white, the other black: two bodies; one
smooth, the other hairy" (117). Love can scar you and love can embrace you.
Nevertheless, which will Orlando scar or embrace? Which will he choose to detail in
his writing? Woolf has purposely posed these questions to mock her predecessors
who were so sure of love and death and life in their writings. She is making an honest
statement through Orlando that one never knows how one will feel about an issue at
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any given moment. However, for the issue of poetry, it is important to nail down
emotions, no matter how temporary they may be, in order to expression passion in
your work. If your passion changes, so will your poems and then there will be an
evolution witnessed through the writing. In order to demonstrate this growth or retreat
of the characters in her novels, Woolf expels a great amount of energy in developing
a unique stylistic form.
Woolfs writings are based on a form or pattern. This is how Woolf points out
the shortcomings and achievements of her characters. Laurence argues, "Thoughts,
words, and silence are thus part of a pattern she is creating in her novels in order to
capture the moment 'whole"' (115). It is important to Woolf that there be a moment
of being in her writing. Woolf prided herself on being able to take an everyday
occurrence and magnify its significance. Woolf turns to silence in Orlando in order
to shape the moments that combine to create a significant poet within him. The male
Orlando is constantly short of the words necessary to frame his thoughts. Woolf has
forgone words within Orlando's thoughts and silence, thus breaking the pattern that
would guarantee his poetic achievement. The male Orlando's shortcomings within his
silent thoughts and absent words will have to be corrected with the addition of
feminine perspective.
The inability to choose one side of the emotional pendulum or the other hurts
the young Orlando's development as a person and a writer. Typically, Orlando's
mind reels over love and loss, death and life. Still despite the enormous amount of
text dedicated to sorting his feelings about the opposites, he can still neither accept
nor deny the occurrences or his emotions for them. When Orlando is with Sasha he is
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overly emotional, but with out her, he cannot choose how to feel.
Partially through the romance with Sasha, Orlando encounters thoughts of
death. Death for Orlando is a final absence. It will be what ultimately will silence him
if he cannot get his words onto paper prior to it. He believes that "All ends in
death ... his mind worked now, in violent see-saws from life to death stopping at
nothing in between" (Orlando 46). Orlando recognizes death as the end all, and by
his reaction to these thoughts, the reader knows that he is not for death; however, his
actions speak louder than his words (which are non-existent to begin with). Orlando
fears death, but he does nothing to shy away from it. He fears that death will be his
silencer, but he does not try to speak. Orlando, as a man, is incapable of shouting in
death' s face because he cannot take decisive action against it.
From lan~age to love, understanding to ambivalence, Orlando is a lost man
in a hungry world. To be remembered he must speak, but to speak he must encompass
more than he is aware of. Woolf moves from the lacking man to the silent woman to
show readers that androgyny in the end is the tool that Orlando needs to evolve into
the poet that he started out to be. Woolf symbolizes his transition to androgyny
through a rebirth of sorts. Orlando enters a slumber where he will transform and adapt
into his feminine figure. The new Orlando will have the teaching of a man and the
sentiment of a woman.

Chapter Two: An Introduction to Presence in a Female
Orlando
"Orlando was a man till the age of thirty: when he became a woman and has remained
so ever since" (Orlando 139).
Roe presents the idea that Orlando's sex change is more than just a fanatical
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element in a fictional novel. She believes that " . .. Orlando's sex change represented
for Woolf not only a way of writing about androgyny but also a way of documenting
the appearance of the woman writer within the story of the literary tradition" (93).
Woolf mentions frequently in A Room ofOne 's Own that women are absent from the
literary world for a majority of history. By allowing Orlando the male to become a
talented female author, Woolf is breaking the tradition of a solely male literary world.
Woolf sets up the absences and presences through silence in Orlando in a
premeditated manner. Woolf has shown us, satirically, a man with an education that
has the potential to be another memorable author. However, Woolfs goal through her
writing was to show that women, given the chance, are just as capable of writing
masterpieces as men. For this reason, the female Orlando will have the advantages
that Woolf believes most women do not. Woolf notes that the " Safety and prosperity
of the one sex and the poverty and insecurity of the other and the effect of tradition
and the lack of tradition upon the mind of a writer, I though at last that it was time to
roll up the crumpled skin of the day" (24). The shift from a male to a female is more
then just a transition of the sexes; it is a symbolic passing of the torch. It represents
Woolfs believes that given the right tools, a woman could be a successful writer.
Woolf takes the female Orlando and gives her a presence through the silence that has
kept her from taking her place as a poet thus far. What is said is not always as
important as that which is not said. The theme of silence continues through the
second half of the book, but with a different meaning tied to it. This silence offers
something to the reader. It offers the reader substance; it offers growth. Both Orlando
and Orlando' s writings will undergo the great symbolic transformation that Woolf
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discusses often in her other works. The transition is another way for Woolf to
demonstrate that in order to achieve the highest form of art, one must think with an
androgynous mind.

I. Nature as a contributor to the presence in the Female Silence

The text symbolizes the rebirth of Orlando as a woman by stating, "Orlando died
and was buried" (Orlando 134). To gain presence from his silent existence, Orlando
must once again become part of nature. He must return to the dust in order to be
formed anew. From nature, Orlando gains a new truth that will transfer as a silent
presence through her writing. "The Truth and nothing but the Truth" (136) is what
breaks Orlando's once stagnant poetic skills.
Woolf intended to make this novel satiric from the beginning. Therefore, it is
only fitting to have her main character gather inspiration and truth from the solitude
of nature, just as the romantics would have. Like the Romantics, Woolf uses nature,
specifically the old oak tree, to symbolize her characters development. The ongoing
symbolic Oak tree (which Orlando eventually titles her poems after) functions as the
root for her personal and spiritual growth. Alexander claims, "Orlando marks the
point ofthe rooting of the imagination in nature" (134). The tree becomes more than
just the object to which she binds herself. The tree becomes a metaphor for her life
from a man to a woman. Just as the tree has roots to ground it and branches to reach
out for silent space, Orlando also has those metaphorical roots for her imagination
and the branches to symbolize her growth as a writer and poet. Alexander expands to
say, "This is the Tree of Life at the source, fum in earth, hard and secure, the skeleton
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on which all the clothing of society and the imagination may hang momentarily and
thenbe put aside" (134). This tree is a symbol of Orlando' s growth throughout the
novel. Like the tree, Orlando takes in life and grows from it. Like the tree, Orlando
will produce fruit when he completes his poetic writings. Orlando mimics the tree
when he transitions into a woman. She develops into a confident poet and like the
tree's roots, she grounds herself to gain stability and worth.
Woolf turns Orlando, the woman, over to the adventures a man would have
but a woman needs to experience. In this way Orlando "met with a variety of
adventures, some at the hands of men, some at the hands of nature, in all of which
Orlando acquitted herself with courage" (Orlando 140). Orlando is in nature; living
by it; living for it. She has forgotten about the necessity for status and wealth. When
Orlando was a man, he turned to all the false realities his world could offer.
Alexander writes, "Being male ... brings failure of love, artificiality of literary modes
ends in ridicule and emptiness of the forms of public office leads to futility" ( 131 ).
Orlando the man was plagued by emptiness, which ultimately affected his ability to
produce poetry. As a woman, Orlando, along with the gipsies, "followed the grass"
and "washed in the streams if she washed at all" (141). She has given up on the
modem conveniences that distracted her as a man and has instead turned to nature.
Nature offered her enlightenment, which ultimately brought presence to her silent
thoughts. With the gipsies, she sought out wisdom and knowledge. Orlando notes that
because ofher surrounding simplicity "she began to think ... so she went on to the
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nature of reality, which led her to truth, which in its tum, lead to Love, Friendship,
Poetry" (145). Simplicity through nature produces the effect of presence in silence for
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the female Orlando. Woolf is careful to allow the importance of love and poetry to be
seen only once Orlando has experienced life as both male and female. Without the
duality of mindsets, they would not have had the same impact on Orlando's writing.
Nature and simplicity "made her long, as she has never longed before, for (the) pen
and ink" (145) that aided her in developing her poetic masterpiece.
Orlando reinforces the idea that "her god was Nature" (144). She returns to
praise this god through attempted sacrifice and poetic dedication for the remainder of
the novel. As satirical as this love of nature seems to be, again it serves its purpose in
the symbolic acknowledgement of the wealth that comes from your mind, soul, and
earth (verses that which is artificially produced). Woolf allows Orlando to write,
which is a silent process in itself, for she, as a woman, has no right to talk. Orlando,
once a man who demanded perfection from women, "remembered how, as a young
man, she had insisted that women must be obedient, chaste, scented, and exquisitely
appareled" (156). Now she was in the same predicament. Nature and paper became
her only outlet for her silence. The act of writing alone would bring a presence to her
silent thoughts, but she would have to turn to a conventional practice in order to let
her silent presence thrive, as a man in her position would have been able to. She
needed to have A Room ofOne's Own, and she knew she needed marriage to secure
one.
I.

Presence in Female Silence through Marriage

In a previous essay, Woolf asked "Let me imagine, since facts are so hard to come
by, what would have happened had Shakespeare has a wonderfully gifted sister... "
(46). Orlando, by Woolf's choosing, has the potential to be the wonderfully gifted
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counterpart to the most famous male writer in the history of English Literature.
However, like most women during the time in which Woolf places Orlando, she must
take a husband before she can even consider becoming Shakespeare' s contemporary.
Orlando, as a woman, faces a more urgent need to enter into the binding contract of
marriage then she did when she was a man. Orlando, even with marriage as an
oppressive option, still has the potential to be this great literary poet. She has the
education that Shakespeare' s sister would not have had because ofher experience as a
man. She also has the working knowledge of property, history, and class that can help
her seek a marriage to benefit her instead of hinder her. Shakespeare's sister would
have been denied all the advantages that Orlando has been afforded. Therefore, in an
attempt to be a classic contemporary similar to her brother, Judith (Shakespeare's
sister) would have" ... found herself with child by that gentleman and ... killed herself
one winter's night" (Woolf, 48). Woolf assures her readers, because of Orlando's
previous experience as a man that those circumstances will not fall upon Orlando as
they did Judith. However, Marriage is still an issue that must be resolved in order for
the female Orlando to break with the absent silence.
Woolf notes that in reality "Cats do not go to heaven. Women cannot write the
plays of Shakespeare" (46). However, in fiction, a woman can be exactly what Woolf
preaches that she should be. A marriage would help Orlando stabilize her position as
a potentially great poet. Orlando, seeing those around her marry, causes discontent
within her mind. Having experienced an androgynous life, Orlando recognizes that, as
Alexander notes, "Society becomes increasingly unsatisfactory to her as a woman,
just as it had failed her as a man ... " (131 ). She feels the need for marriage even
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though she knows the facts of its traditionally oppressive consequences. Nature is
already a large contributor to Orlando's poetry. She pulls from nature as a source of
enlightenment. Logically, Orlando' s first choice for a marriage when she is faced
with loosing her A Room ofOne 's Own is to become "nature' s bride" (Orlando 248).
Orlando as a woman initially dismisses conventional marriage by saying "I
shall dream wild dreams. My hands shall wear no wedding ring ... the roots shall
twine about them . .. l have sought happiness through many ages and not found it;
fame and missed it; love and not known it; life-and behold, death is better" (248).
She would rather become nature's bride then become a product of convention. Nature
offers the comfort that life could not. Therefore, while she lay upon the earth, she
considered the beauty in the simplicity of the nature that surrounded her. As
unconventional as the marriage to nature is, it still offers Orlando the idealist security
that she requires for her freedom. When it comes to her property, Orlando still must
fmd a physical, state sanctioned marriage. Shelmerdine enters Orlando ' s life, as she is
reborn again.
"Madam," the man cried, leaping to the ground, "you're hurt!'.
"I'm dead, Sir!" she replied."(250).
The engagement between the two leads to a long love affair that contributes to
Orlando's poem and her journey towards androgyny. The marriage between, Shel,
Nature, and Orlando were forms of freedom rather than forces of oppression. Orlando
and Shel both realize that they are closer to being holistic than they imagined.
Orlando recognizes, "You're a woman, Shel!'' she cried. And he exclaimed, "You're
a man, Orlando!" he cried" (252). The marriage contributes as a presence because of
the combined androgynous forces within the marriage. Together, Shel and Orlando
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understand the struggles of each sex because they have both had the opportunity to
live as an alternative sex. Peter Dally explained that "A man always wanted power,
however gentle and understanding he might be on the surface, and a husband would
try to dominate his wife" (70). Due to the nature ofShel and Orlando's marriage, this
struggle does not exist, making it simple for Orlando to continue focusing on her
writing with out an oppressive husband attempting to control her. Shel, like a
butterfly, enters in and exits out of Orlando's life. Marriage for Orlando is a binding
friendship that allows her to continue to write, without being bothered by the normal
hassles of being a wife.
The relationship of Shel and Orlando highlights the idea that, in Alexander's
words, the " . ..union of man and woman figures forth the entire mystery of
relationships with the world" (131). Their relationship is a necessary union that
provides support for each party. Even though their connection cannot be explained,
there is an importance in their union. Only through each other can they find sublimity.
Orlando realizes this importance and "The necessity for the ring shatters the unity and
sufficiency of her being, but makes possible a new integration" (131 ). She knows that
Shel will still allow her to develop in her creative skills instead of strangling her
creativity like the angel in the attic would have. Like her transition from man to
woman, the transition from single to married is a necessary transformation for the
sake of her poetry.
Orlando is a silent novel, with a character that encompasses both genders.
Together, Shel and Orlando create a union of understanding through androgyny that
is necessary in marriage. Woolf starts Orlando's poetry with the inability to express
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himself and molds it by changing him to a woman with a pen. Orlando's marriage,
adventures, and perspectives all contribute to the voice, which she puts to paper in the
end. As Laurence argues, "Women are more often associated with the unspoken, the
unsaid, and the unsayable, and men are more often associated with talk, in Woolfs
novels" (35). Though we never "hear" Orlando's ideas expressed aloud, we, as an
audience are witnesses to the presence of her silent words. Traditionally, "She
pervades poetry from cover to cover; she is all but absent from history" (Woolf 43).
With marriage, Woolf resurrected the woman in Orlando from the poems and placed
her into history.
III. Silent Presence through Androgyny
Overall, "In spite of the laughter and the wildness, an extremely complex web
of commentary on the relations of men and women to the world and to one another is
constructed in Orlando," as Alexander notes (129). Woolf started this novel as a
satiric look at the complexities of the world and ended up making a very relevant
point. Underneath the sarcasm, the importance of androgyny, duality, and acceptance
are woven. Woolf recognizes that both sexes have similarities and differences, which
should both be embraced. By nature, the sexes respond to emotion and sexuality in
unique ways. Woolf uses these elements and their reactions to add substance to
Orlando's poetry. Her writing in A Room ofOne's Own develops the premise for the
importance of Orlando's androgyny to her writing. A chapter in journal deals with the
idea of happiness through the unity of the sexes in a single mind. Woolf demonstrates
the extremes of both sexes in order to show the importance of combining the sexes to
reach a middle ground. Again, Dally argues that Woolf reaches this point because she
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recognizes that "Men lacked the gentleness and sensitivity of women, in Virginia's
opinion" (70). Because they lack an essential element of an artist, she combines the
sex's traits to form androgynous characteristics. Woolf reaches this perfection
because she, in Laurence's terms, "illuminates women' s presence through various
kinds of silence and they are given space in her writing" (36). Therefore, even
though the women are forced into silence they can still create a presence because of
the way Woolf weaves their importance into her novels. Unlike women, men are seen
as harsh in Woolf's writings. The harshness removes the likeability of the character.
The practicality of the matter is that men are the ones that are heard and the ones that
are educated, therefore Woolf cannot discount their contribution to the literary world.
Woolf's women need the education that men have in order to compare to them in the
literary arena. Knowing this, Woolf creates a character that begins life as a man and
concludes it as a woman. This character embraces the strong and weak points ofboth
sexes in order to create her poem, The Oak Tree.
As discussed before, Woolf saw the necessity for a leading female writer to
join her male counterparts in literary history. As Kathleen Crown sees it, "Woolf
created in Orlando a utopian, transsexual version of Shakespeare's sister. .. " (81 ).
Woolf mentioned in previous works that his (Shakespeare's) sister's success would
have been a great achievement for women in literature. However, Shakespeare's
sister could not have existed because of the societal limitations imposed on her.
Unlike Judith, Orlando has the opportunity to experience life as both a man and a
woman, which lends inspiration and education to the writings she produces. By
allowing Orlando to be androgynous, Woolf creates an experience in what Alexander
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describes as "adventuring of manhood (that) gives way to the civility, delicacy, and
shrewdness of a womanish eighteenth century ... " (130). Orlando can find a happy
balance between the sexes because she does not have to adhere too much to either
side. Orlando, during her transition, falls into neither the masculine nor the feminine
category. For Lisa Carstens, Orlando ultimately is "depicted as a kind of "third
sex" ... Orlando sees the world through an artist' s eyes and mind" (41). She has
transformed beyond man or woman, beyond right or wrong, beyond standards and
conventions. Orlando has transformed into an artist through her androgynous state
and thus brought a presence to the once lingering absence in her silence writings.
Woolf created Orlando in order to produce a symbolic woman who could face
the male contemporaries that dominate literature. In a modernist period that
demanded logic and science, Woolf refuses to conform to those standards. A male
doctor, Sigmund Freud, influenced many of the evolving ideals that dominated every
discipline. Sexuality, gender, intentions, and emotions came into question in every
intellectual discipline. There is no evidence of Freud' s direct influence on Woolf, but
it is obvious that both intellectuals were fueled by the freedom and exploration that
the modernist period offered.
Woolf turns to Coleridge in A Room ofOne's Own to demonstrate the ultimate
revelation; to be whole is to be androgynous. Woolf writes, "Coleridge perhaps meant
this when he said that a great mind is androgynous. It is when this fusion takes place
that the mind is fully fertilized and uses all its faculties." (N.A. Woolf, 1025).
Coleridge, like Woolf, saw a possibility for a holistic being to thrive by combining
both genders' characteristics. This holistic state constitutes Woolf s view of an artist.
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Through androgyny, one could reach sublimity in poetry. Woolfs Orlando became
the coining example for the necessity of androgyny in poetry.

CONCLUSION
Woolf herself acknowledged, "It is fatal to be man or woman pure and simple;
one must be womanly-manly or manly-womanly ... Some marriage of opposites has to
be consummated" (N.A. Woolf, 1029). Woolfrecognized the importance of dualities
and opposites. She knew that to create a masterpiece, one must not be controlled by
convention.. Laurence notes that Orlando demands that readers "hear when no words
are spoken, challenging the criterion of audibility that we initially established to
distinguish thought from speech" (22). Through my research, I have come to
recognize the importance of hearing what is not being said in Virginia Woolf s
writing. To Woolf, thoughts are internally concealed speeches. They hold more worth
that the spoken word because her characters thoughts are more honest and ray then
their words could ever be. If poetry is the ultimate goal, then Woolf reached her goal
by the novels end.
I agree with Woolfs belief that there is nothing more poetic than realizing
that your art is created to please yourself. Orlando debates within herself whether
fame is necessary to her happiness; "What has praise and fame to do with poetry?
Was not writing poetry a secret transaction, a voice answering a voice? ... -a voice
answering a voice. So she let her book lie unburied and disheveled on the ground"
(Orlando 325). Fame should not be an artists original intent, however, if your art is
kept only to yourself then it is ultimately silenced. Do not write to please other, but
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do not hide your genus from them either. If others stumble upon your work and see
the same beauty that you belabored over, then your art grabs a presence in the silent
world of the intellectual.
There are some periods within the texts that I have not paid a great tribute.
Orlando, the man, becomes an ambassador and travels to Turkey. During this period,
Orlando forgoes his normal journal writing and becomes a conventional man of his
day. Therefore, because this period was absent of writing it could neither lend to nor
take away from a literary silence. There is also a great deal of the text that is lent to
describing the manor house in which Orlando lives and the possible loss of that
manor. Even though this text is essential to the novel and show the impressive nature
of Woolf's writing skills, it does not deal directly with the character. My thesis was
built around the ideas and concepts that the character lends to the novel, not what
outside factors contribute to his surroundings. Despite the lacking of interaction with
writing in the pieces that I have evaded, they are still crucial to the text and to the
character that I have spent so much time examining.

In the end, Woolf shows us that it is important to embrace the past and sore
towards the future. Woolf encourages her readers to consider the possibility of
obtaining dualities within your life. I have found through this thesis that dualities are
truly the tools that allow poetry to exist. Androgyny helped to build the foundation of

Orlando, and Orlando has helped to cement the idea of duality as fundamental factor
in poetic writings.
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